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W

ith Imagicasa, dreams
become reality! Imagicasa is the leading
platform that perfectly
combines design, architecture and interior in an innovative digital
environment, made complete with Imagicasa Magazine and Imagicasa Art that lift
inspiration to an even higher level. Metropolitan luxury at its best!
Imagicasa strives to highlight exceptional
and luxurious national and international
projects on topics such as architecture, design, art, cars, hotels and an overall luxury lifestyle. The idea arose almost five years
ago when our editor-in-chief, Phaedra
Hoste, made her passion for interiors and
art – which always took precedence in her
life – tangible with a website. Not much later, the concept expanded into a magazine
that twice a year, and now even four times a
year, brings inspiring projects, architectural
innovations and beautiful artworks to your
living room. The creation of iconic furniture designs, the history of vintage cars and
the latest yacht designs are also given a place
at Imagicasa. We are a bit idiosyncratic: we
bring the stories we find beautiful and interesting, but of course we do this in a respectful and loving way. Imagicasa has developed
its own style, which is recognizable for and
appreciated by our readers.

IMAGICASA
ONLINE

T

he online platform, which has
been g iven a
whole new look
and vibe, functions as an online bible for
design addicts and companies who want to find or chare inspiration as well as information in one place. On the
one hand, Imagicasa offers
inspiration to the consumer who wants to build his or
her dream house, add a new
interior to his or her existing
home or for making their
garden into a masterpiece.

On the other hand,
Imagicasa.be is more
than ever a meeting
place that offers a direct
line between potential
customers and professionals such as interior designers, architects,
contractors and construction companies. A
home is only formed by
bringing the right people together. The website
visitors are able to look
inside leading projects of
our respective partners
and can immediately
see the person responsible for these realisations.

This inspirational online magazine is
an interactive community of high-end
services, with daily updates on the blog
and the Imagicasa social media channels, and a weekly newletter.

IMAGICASA

MAGAZINE

I

magicasa magazine is an exceptionally inspirational and
informative magazine that is published four times a year,
including 2 specials featuring a specific topic. The magazine aspires to put only extraordinary and luxurious
national and international projects in the spotlight concerning trends and topics such as architecture, high-end design,
art, cars, hotels and an overall luxurious lifestyle.
Imagicasa magazine is distributed in Belgium, the Netherlands
and since this year also in the United Kingdom. We bring Imagicasa in Dutch and English to appeal to the largest possible

international audience. The magazine is also present in every
private jet that takes off in Belgium, this is how Imagicasa appeals to the right target group.
The magazine is on the same line with the online platform, and
continues to build on the ‘art to distinguish’ that is so unique
to the Imagicasa brand. After nine successful editions of our
magazine and an online platform that continues to grow we can
say that Imagicasa is here to stay!
But Imagicasa is so much more than a magazine...

INTERIOR

Text: Christine Smeyers

Interiors by Liaigre have become
synonymous for unrivalled restrained
luxury. With this fabulous traditional house
in the mesmerizing Greek city of Athens,
Liaigre once again proves how it masters
the art of interior elegance, this time, with
the help of Artistic Director of the Liaigre
Design Service Déborah Comte-Liaigre.

W

hen Christian Liaigre opened his showroom Rue de Varenne in the mid-eighties, everybody was astonished by his
restrained and rigorous aesthetics and his unprecedented
modernity and originality. Christian may have entrusted
his former company to the new generation of interior visionaries among his
existing team last year, the studio’s luxurious no-nonsense creations don’t
cease to amaze a huge international audience seeking authenticity. Liaigre’s
search for ultimate beauty, perfect balance, right proportions and impeccable
details is also reflected in the interior of this residential Kifissia district located house, which was refurbished by Greek architect Jenny Nomikou. Imagicasa conducted an exclusive interview with Déborah Comte-Liaigre who designed this interior decoration project as head of the Liaigre Design Service.
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GREEK ELEGANCE

LIAIGRE

WHAT SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENT DID THE OWNER GIVE LIAIGRE
FOR THIS PROJECT?
“It was the first time we worked with this private client, a Greek business woman with a refined taste. As she has important professional responsibilities,
she wanted to be able to share pleasant moments with her family and friends
when not at work. Her desire was to enjoy the house and its numerous outdoor areas with her family on a daily basis, as well as with friends and family
at the weekends or the holidays. This house is meant for gatherings and parties, not so much formal ones, but rather for intimate and casual moments.”
WHERE DID YOU GET THE INSPIRATION FOR THIS PROJECT?
“Greece in itself, with its strong visual aspects and its tremendously impressive cultural references, was my best inspiration. When Liaigre is entrusted
with a project, should it be Interior Architecture or Interior Decoration, the
first things we look at are the surroundings and the location, while always
bearing in mind how the interior can match that particular context. Because
the light in Greece is so special, I felt the need to create a concept with contrasts. I also took into account the orthodox aesthetics and took inspiration
from the monumental proportions of the orthodox churches and temples
when for instance designing the bookcases. One of the challenges of this
project was to create a dialogue between the French sense of elegance and
proportions and the Greek architectural style the house was built in. Both,
however, also share a sense of minimalism, which I hope to express in this
project.”
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THIS PARTICULAR INTERIOR DESIGN?
“The owner was looking for the simple but high-end, unique, elegant atmosphere and style only Liaigre can offer, an atmosphere which perfectly
combines elegance and superior quality with great every day comfort. Our
designs are meant for houses that are truly ‘alive’.”
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IMAGICASA

INTERIOR

O

ur medium is mainly about interior design, to make your house
a real home. That is why Imagicasa offers that service under
the leadership of our editor-in-chief Phaedra Hoste. With her
expertise, her eye for detail and in collaboration with our highend partners, she transforms every room into a stylish whole.
Imagicasa is therefore also ready to assist you in practice with advice and assistance when you want to give your home an exclusive update.

Get inspired by the images you see here and contact us today for your home
of tomorrow!
More information and a tailor-made offer: info@imagicasa.be

IMAGICASA

SHOP

B

ecause everything that has to do with interior and design is close
to our hearts, we decided to offer our public also high-end decorative pieces this year. In our webshop, you will find luxurious and
unique pieces like scented candles, vases, bowls, candle holders
and even works of art to give your interior a
hip and stylish boost. These are all exclusive and quality
decorative items to give your home a cosy atmosphere
and really finish it. Come and visit our beautiful editorial office where you can buy the artworks and decoration pieces. While we have a nice cup of coffee,
together we will look at which items will best suit
your style and interior.
Also available in our webshop: all* previous editions
of Imagicasa Magazine that are no longer in stores. So
even if you miss an issue or only got to know us later,
you can read our previous and still inspiring articles.
* as long as stocks last

IMAGICASA
STATISTICS

& TARGET GROUP

I

magicasa targets B2C and B2B readers and
partners, both online and in print. Our readers are socially conscious ‘interior & design
addicts’ who like class and style, who have
great eye for detail and who choose quality in
living and design. Imagicasa targets well-off consumers between 30 and 70 years old, as well as (interior) architects who are looking for other companies
to realize projects with. Imagicasa readers appreciate
quality and luxury above all else.
ONLINE
Visitors platform:
19.500 - 22.750 /month
Newsletter:
Weekly / 22.500 members
Readingratio newsletter:
58% - 63%

MAGAZINE
Circulation Belgium, the Netherlands & the UK:
25.000 copies (Dutch - English)
Distribution:
Controlled circulation, available at established
newsstands and bookstores. Also distributed
through private jets of Luxaviation and The
Flying Group taking off in Belgium
Frequency:
4 x per year (variable topics for specials)
Summer edition:
June 2019
Winter edition:
October 2019
Art Special:
December 2019
Belgian Edition:
March 2020

CONTACT/
ADVERTISING
Imagicasa
Phaedra Hoste
phaedra@imagicasa.be
+32 (0)3 502 93 47
www.imagicasa.be
www.facebook.com/imagicasa
www.instagram.com/imagicasa

